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How does our understanding 
of systems progress 

(or not progress) over time?





1904-1980

Social Scientist
Anthropologist

Linguist
Cyberneticist
Philosopher

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqiHJG2wtPI


A conditioned response

Thoughtless action

Ouch!



Single loop learning

Learning through reinforcement

Are we doing 
things right?



Double loop learning

Learning to learn 

Deutero-learning

Are we doing 
the right thing?



Learning how to learn to learn

Triple loop learning

Reframing the world / character

How do we decide 
what is right?



Change in learning III
Paradigm shift

Evolution?





WOMEN ANSWER ONLY TO WOMEN

IF THE PERSON ASKING IS SERIOUS, SAY NO

IF THE PERSON ASKING SMILES, SAY YES





Learning is a systemic phenomenon

Understanding on individuals and societies

Understanding on consequences if systems are interrupted





"Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station" by Z22 - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons - 



The concept of normal science by philosopher

 T. S. Kuhn 1962



“ Issues where typically facts are uncertain, values in 
dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent “

Science Policy-
making

PNS



“ Absence of evidence of harm is not 
evidence of absence of harm “







[Photo credit: Optician Training]

http://www.opticiantraining.org/


What has been said about this concept and why?

“ Lack of objectivity and refusal to assert just one answer 
is precisely why systems thinking is not normal science but 
rather post-normal science. In the domain where systems 

thinking applies, normal science also cannot come up 
with objectivity, but what if the important issues lie in the 
middle of the arena? Systems thinking has the courage to 
continue to pursue happy outcomes anyway, and it simply 

accepts that the only tools left deny unequivocal 
objectivity ” - The Ecosystem approach

By David Waltner-Toews, James J. Kay, Nina-Marie E. Lister



What might a paradigm shift to post-normal 
science mean for science education?

Do you think that there is a need to teach values/ 
ethics to scientists, engineers for example?

Where might values be embedded in science / in 
research? Do you employ values in your studies?

Has science taken the place of religion and birthright 
as a rationale for governance? 

If it has, Is it justified? What might be the issues 
related?

Have ever you experienced confusion with conflicting 
research results that you heard? With which topics?

What to do when science fails? How will we notice that 
it has failed?

What in your opinion could be the signs of post-
normality in our times?

How could we approach the presumed post-
normality of our times with a positive attitude? 

Can you think of any topics in the public discussion 
on science that might have something to do with 

post-normality? 

What is the current government’s attitude towards 
science and research in your opinion?



Normal science

conventional paradigms
laboratory conditions
uncertainty minimized

claims objectivity
advance of knowledge

Peer reviewed

Post-normal science

interface of science & policy
messy problems

uncertainty managed
acknowledges objectivity loss

safety and sustainability
Extended peer community

“ Issues where typically facts are 
uncertain, values in dispute, 

stakes high and decisions urgent “











Producing social knowledge on a problem or an issue - 
the question of the “right thing” to do

Way of 
Knowing   

Mitroff & Linstone (1993) Mitroff (1998) Churchman (1971)

First Inductive – Consensual Expert Consensus Locke: consensus

Second Analytic – Deductive Expert Modeling Leibniz: fact nets

Third Multiple Realities Multiple Models Kant: representations

Fourth  Conflict Conflict Hegel: dialectic

Fifth Unbounded Systems Thinking Systemic Reasoning Singer: progress

Social reproduction of practices can overwhelm inquiry







Gaps where competence development is clearly 
motivated - easiest type of ignorance to deal with

What is the size of a market? 

What will be the demand for a product next year?

What is the next winning tech platform?

Known unknowns can be cleared with continuous 
competence development









Medical ignorance









Disclosing ignorance may be key to explain human 
behaviour and its impact on different systems

Ignorance explains behavior on individual and social 
system level

Ignorance is the raw material of knowledge and should 
not be seen only as negative!




